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I often had to work away
during the week. I’d pack up my
bag on a Sunday night and drive
to the other end of the country
to spend the week doing a job
that I disliked intensely.

I hated my job.
Well, actually, that’s probably a little unfair. I was completely
indifferent to my job, but I hated the effect it was having
on my life.

The

Like many people, I stumbled into a career that was ill-suited to my personality. Of
course, I had my dreams when I was young, but before I knew it, life got in the way
and I ended up with a computer science degree and working as an IT consultant. Now
don’t get me wrong, there are plenty of people that enjoy this type of work. But I
was not one of them.
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I found the work very boring, but strangely stressful. And because it was project
based, I often had to work away during the week. I’d pack up my bag on a Sunday
night and drive to the other end of the country to spend the week doing a job that
I disliked intensely. Then at 4 o’clock on a Friday, I’d make the long slog home to
spend a few days R and R with my family and friends, before starting the whole
process all over again on Sunday evening. Week in, week out.
But here is the thing. It was very well paid work and my cost of living expanded to
take account of that level of income. I had to keep slogging away five days a week
in order to pay for the two days of leisure at the weekend. I felt I was trapped.

Talk about depressing.
Anyhow, it was during one particular project - when I was working for an investment
bank in Canary Wharf - that I finally decided I had to do something about it. I don’t
know if you have ever been to that part of London, but there is some serious money
sloshing about. It’s all quite intoxicating until you really start to talk to the folks that
work there. Many of them earn fantastic salaries, drive fancy cars, put their kids
through private schools, wear the best suits, and ...are utterly miserable.
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The hamster wheel
You see, in order to pay for this lifestyle, they HAVE to earn the big bucks. And
that means that they have to work harder and harder and for longer and longer
hours. Always with the threat of redundancy hanging over them. It’s bad enough
having to spend your working day like that, but at the end of a long stressful day
they would often have a couple of hours of commuting ahead of them before they
could finally arrive home exhausted and demoralised. Four hours a day sat on a tube!
Talk about being stuck on a hamster wheel...
I, on the other hand, lived too far away to commute, so I was ‘lucky’ enough to be
able to stay over. But if you are thinking I was living it up in some swanky hotel, think
again. You see, I worked freelance because that’s how you made the most money.
But it also meant that I was responsible for my own expenses and hotels in Canary
Wharf are a tad on the expensive side.
So instead, I would jump on the train and head out to one of the cheaper areas of
London where I managed to find a less than delightful B&B in which to spend my
evenings. I don’t need to go into the details, but I’m sure you can imagine the sort
of place you get for £45 a night in the middle of London.
And it was here, one night after eating yet another McDonalds and having a hurried
chat with my wife back in our lovely home in North Yorkshire, that I decided enough
was enough. I decided that I had to get out of this lifestyle. I had to figure out a
better way.

An escape plan
I sincerely hope that you enjoy what you do for a living, but I know that there are
plenty of folks who can identify with my scenario. They are stuck in a well-paid but
ultimately stressful and unfulfilling job that dominates their lives.
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You sell your soul to a faceless corporation to do a job that bores you rigid and
achieves little of consequence in the real world. And as time goes by, you slowly
climb the ladder. Great. That just means more responsibility, more stress, and more
time away from home and the people you love.

financial
freedom

You sell your soul to a
faceless corporation to do a job
that bores you rigid and
achieves little of consequence
in the real world. And as time
goes by, you slowly climb
the ladder. Great.

But of course, it also
means more money.
But does that make
things any better?
No, not really, because all you
do is spend it on a bigger house,
a fancier car, private schools, and
more toys and treats that you
are too knackered to enjoy in
your brief periods of downtime.

And then eventually you get to a
point in your life where you look back
on several decades of hard slog and can
only look forward to several decades of
cont...
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more of the same. But actually, it’s
worse than that because you no
longer have any enthusiasm for
your career and physically you just
don’t have the energy anymore.
That’s exactly where I found
myself. Fed up, miserable, bored,
stressed and unsatisfied in every
way with my working life.

I had always enjoyed
travelling, cycling, hiking,
snowboarding, investing, and
working on the house.
So, I had plenty of ideas for
the things I really wanted
to be doing

I had always enjoyed travelling,
cycling, hiking, snowboarding,
investing, and working on the house.
So, I had plenty of ideas for the things
I really wanted to be doing with my life. I just didn’t have
the time to enjoy them fully. And if I didn’t do something about it,
by the time I finally retired, I’d be too old to enjoy them. I was destined to spend
the next twenty or thirty years on this treadmill watching life pass me by.

So, I decided to find an escape plan.

Passive Income
After a great deal of research, I realised the key to escaping the rat race was to get
my savings working for me, rather than the other way around. I needed to find ways
of generating passive income from the money I’d managed to save.
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Initially, that income would be funnelled back into my nest egg to allow the wonders
of compounding to kick in. But then, at a certain point, I realised that I’d be able to
flick the switch and that income could be spun off to replace my salary and allow
me and my family to become financially free.

to your

It might not seem such a big deal, but once you realise that the key to your financial
future is simply to invest in income generating assets, it’s amazing how quickly the
rest can fall into place.

financial

As the great Warren Buffett said:

freedom

“If you don’t find a way to make money while you sleep,
you will work until you die.”
And it turns out, I wasn’t alone in my conclusion. I didn’t know it at the time, but
there are a bunch of well-respected commentators who advocate taking control of
your life by establishing multiple streams of passive income. Indeed, if you learn the
techniques required, it's perfectly possible to achieve your financial independence
at a relatively young age.
And that’s exactly what I managed to do. At the age of 42, I largely retired from IT
work and was able to spend my time exactly as I pleased, whilst living off the
passive income streams that I’d set up. I do still work, but it’s completely on my
own terms and doing something I love - teaching other people how to achieve their
own financial independence.
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How?
Now, if you are anything like me, then all those years of hard work have at least
resulted in a reasonable stash of savings. You probably have it squirrelled away in
the bank, or premium bonds, or even in a buy-to-let property or two.
Or you may have entrusted the whole lot to a friendly Independent Financial Advisor
(IFA) who has helpfully invested it in a series of actively managed funds run by
expert fund managers. After all, that would be the sensible approach, wouldn’t it?
Well maybe. But how does having your cash tied up like this actually help you achieve
your independence? Chances are, all those fees and commissions are making someone
else rich whilst you continue to slog away.
So, if you ever want to achieve your financial independence, jump off the merry-goround, and live the life you truly want, whilst you are still young enough to enjoy it,
you need to take action.
And that action involves developing sufficient passive income so that you don’t
need to spend your life doing a job you hate. In other words, if you get this right,
you can retire way earlier than you ever thought possible.

Sound good? I thought so.
But the obvious question is... how?

The alternatives
I’ve spent several decades researching, implementing, and writing about a stack of
different income generating strategies. And believe me, I’ve gone down plenty of
blind alleys and made plenty of mistakes.
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But about twelve years ago, I finally discovered the secret
It is not about finding the next hot stock, technological
innovation, cryptocurrency, gambling system
or property hotspot - that’s just too
unpredictable and risky. I’m afraid,
it is far more pedestrian - but
ultimately rewarding - than that.

In the early stages of your
investing career, you simply
plough that income back into
your pot and buy more cashflow
producing assets.
Then, rinse and repeat.

It is about developing the skills
required to generate predictable
and recurring income streams
from assets you own.

In the early stages of your
investing career, you simply
plough that income back into
your pot and buy more cashflow
producing assets. Then, rinse and
repeat. After a few years, you’ll be
amazed at how quickly the compounding
effect will have created a sizeable nest egg.

cont...
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And then, when your account is big
enough, you simply flip the switch
and redirect those multiple income
streams straight into your bank
account.
Now your money is working for
you - not the other way around.
You are financially free!
There are a number of assets that
fit this income-producing
description. They all have their pros
and cons, and you should aim to have
a mix of investments to diversify
your risk. Let’s have a look at the
potential candidates.

There are a number
of assets that fit this incomeproducing description. They all
have their pros and cons, and
you should aim to have a mix
of investments to diversify
your risk.

First up, good old fashioned cash savings.

Savings accounts
True, your investment is safe - up to £85,000 - due to the Financial Services
Compensation Scheme (FSCS) insurance. But with CPI inflation running at 3.1% and
instant access accounts maxing out at 0.7%, you might as well set fire to your savings. So, apart from some emergency money, a traditional bank account is a nonstarter.

The

I also know many folks love premium bonds. And it’s easy to see why. You can invest
up to £50k and every month you have the chance to win up to £1 million tax-free.
But let’s get real. You are never going to win the jackpot and the actual annual
interest rate is a miserly 1.0%. Again, another non-starter if your goal is to generate
sufficient yield to escape the rat race.

blueprint

Next up, property.

to your

Buy-to-Let
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The perennial favourite of the British investor is going through a hard time at the
moment. The government seems determined to make life as difficult as possible for
small landlords. Increases in stamp duty, the removal of mortgage interest relief and
a raft of other legislative changes are really taking their toll. And then, of course, is
the sheer hassle of having to deal with building maintenance and tenants. But, if you
choose carefully, you can still generate a low single-digit income.
However, there is an alternative available via the route of crowdfunded property. A
new breed of property investment company has recently appeared that allows you
to lump your money in with other investors to buy a slice of a building via a limited
company. For a reasonable fee, you can diversify across multiple properties spread
right around the UK and even abroad. And instead of just limiting your investment
to a single flat or house, you can invest in an entire student block, holiday lets, or
even supermarkets. All from the comfort of your armchair and with none of the
hassle of traditional buy-to-let. There is extra risk if the company goes bust, but it’s
quite possible to achieve an income yield of 4% or 5% and the possibility of longterm growth.
cont...
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What about lending money to strangers?

Peer-to-Peer lending
I used to be a fan of asset-backed P2P lending, but the recent collapse of one of
the platforms I use has changed my opinion. If you are unfamiliar with this form of
passive income, then it involves you taking on the role of a bank. You can lend
money to individuals or businesses at a rate of interest considerably higher than you
can get on a regular savings account. There are over 50 platforms in the UK that
facilitate these transactions and depending on the risk level, you can get good
single digit - or even higher - returns.
The platforms carry out a risk assessment of the potential borrowers and then partner
them up with investors looking for that elusive yield.

Sound good?
It is. As long as you understand that some of the loans will default, the platforms sometimes fail, you do not get the £85k of FSCS protection and you
really need to be designated as a Sophisticated Investor. If you do go down this
route, then you may want to consider only signing up for loans that are backed
by tangible assets such as buildings or property and be prepared for unexpected losses.

Next, mainstream investments.

Traditional investments
Okay, how about the ‘traditional’ route of financial advisors, annuities, unit trusts,
bond funds, star investment managers, and so on? Well, if you want to make someone
else wealthy - then this is an excellent route to go. Each commission here, performance
fee there, and management charge, soon add up. After all, those banker’s Porsches
don’t buy themselves.
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Most of these investments involve tying your cash up in the latest vogue sector, with
the blind hope that they will somehow go up in value. And, as I’m sure you are aware,
the value of your investments can go down as well as up. It all feels a bit ‘finger in
the air’ to me, and many of these investments don’t even produce much in the way
of the passive income that is essential to your financial independence.

Alternative
investments

financial
freedom

There is a whole world of
exciting new alt-fi investments
out there and I’ve looked into,
and written about, pretty
much all of them at one time
or another.

So, if I’m not so keen on lining
the pockets of the traditional
investment industry, what about
the new breed of alternative
investments?

I’m talking about investing in
hotel rooms, carpark spaces, fine
wines, Wimbledon debentures,
court cases, films, cryptocurrencies,
rare stamps, and the like. There is
a whole world of exciting new alt-fi
investments out there and I’ve looked into,
and written about, pretty much all of them at
one time or another.
cont...
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There are certainly some good ones,
but there are also plenty of turkeys.
It’s like the wild west out there
and I personally prefer something
a little more centre-stage for my
life savings.
And remember, investments that
regularly spin-off income are the
way to go. They might not be as
exciting as winning the premium
bonds, Bitcoin, or uncovering the
next Google, but they work.

It is the income we are
interested in, not the share
price at any given point in time.
You can just sit back, put your
feet up and enjoy the fruits
of your labour

Okay, so how about income
producing shares?

Dividend stocks
Now we are getting somewhere. The FTSE 100 is stuffed full of shares yielding
north of 4%, or even 5%. That means that for every £10,000 you invest you will
receive £400-£500 in income every year. And if you pick the right ones, those
dividend payments should grow over time and outrun the damage wrought by
inflation. That’s not something that can be said for any of the fixed income
alternatives we’ve already discussed.
The trick here is to forget the usual view of shares that is pushed by the talking
heads on TV. The view that fixates on how much a particular share has gone up,
or down, in a particular day. If you are buying for the long-term, who cares what
happens on a daily or even monthly basis? Buy sensibly priced shares in the biggest
and most boring companies around, and you can sleep like a baby at night.
After all, it is the income we are interested in, not the share price at any given point
in time. You can just sit back, put your feet up and enjoy the fruits of your labour
whilst the gamblers jump in and out of their trades trying to snatch a quick buck.
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As a certain John D. Rockefeller once said:

“Do you know the only that gives me pleasure?...
...It’s to see my dividends coming in.”
So, dividend-yielding shares are a good start. A diversified portfolio of incomeproducing blue-chip shares can spin off an inflation-protected 4-5% yield a year.
That sort of income soon adds up.
But what if I told you there was a low-risk investment strategy that took those
dividend yielding shares and boosted the income way up into the mid-teens, or
even higher.
Can you see how that level of income could turn your nest egg into an income
producing machine and allow you to achieve your financial freedom.

The solution
It’s a strategy that is well-known amongst the financial elite and is successfully
practised by many private investors in the US and other parts of the world. It takes
a little time and effort to learn, but once you have mastered it, you will be well on
your way to your own financial freedom.

Welcome to the revolution. The FIRE Revolution.
FIRE-revolution.co.uk
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The FIRE Revolution Income Strategy

The

Stage 1:

blueprint

Pick the safest income-producing dividend shares to use for your
investments.

to your

Stage 2:

financial

Implement the FIRE Revolution ‘Buy Low’ strategy for a chance to buy them
cheaper than their current market price AND be paid for doing so.

freedom

Stage 3:
Eventually buy the shares at the lower price and collect additional income
from any dividends.

Stage 4:
Implement the FIRE Revolution ‘Sell High’ strategy on the same shares for a
chance to offload them for more than you paid AND be paid whilst you wait.

Stage 5:
Sell the shares and pocket additional income from any increase in the price.

And rinse and repeat...
FIRE-revolution.co.uk
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4 X Income
I teach income-starved investors how to implement a ‘Buy Low’ and ‘Sell High’
approach using the FIRE Revolution strategy and get well paid for doing so. The
techniques are well known to bankers, hedge funds and savvy private investors.
But the specific implementation is all ours.
The FIRE Revolution strategy makes money by investing in some of the biggest and
most boring companies in the world. Companies you will have come across in your
everyday life such as Vodafone, GlaxoSmithKline, National Grid, BT, Aviva, ITV, Pfizer,
Caterpillar, and many more. The sort of companies that many income investors
probably already own.
But forget the traditional image of investing in stocks. The version where a savvy
trader buys shares with the expectation that they will shoot up in value and they’ll
profit handsomely.

You know why? Because it does not work consistently.
That approach requires an investor to buy shares that they believe are going to
go up in value in the short-term. In other words, they need to predict the future.
And, I don’t know about you, but the last time I checked, my crystal ball was broken.
Quite simply, it is impossible to consistently predict the future.
In my opinion, anyone basing their investments on any system that aims to predict
the future might as well be gambling.
The FIRE Revolution strategy makes money by relying on two things that are far
more predictable - dividends, and the inevitable time decay of stock options.
Now, if you have just seen the word ‘options’ and tuned out, please don’t.
They are as easy to buy and sell as stocks using well-known on-line brokers.

The
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And - if used as I teach you - they are considered a low-risk investment.
In fact, selling options on boring blue-chip stocks is actually less risky than buying
the stocks outright. Of course, like all investments, there is still a risk. But this strategy
is firmly at the lower risk end of the spectrum.

to your
So how does it work?...
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Selling options on boring
blue-chip stocks is actually less
risky than buying the stocks
outright. Of course, there is
still a risk. But this strategy is
firmly at the lower risk end
of the spectrum.

Picking the
right shares
The backbone of the FIRE
Revolution strategy is to pick the
right stocks. And I’m not talking
about trying to unearth the next
Google here. No, we are looking
for the sort of boring dividend
yielding stocks an income investor
would be happy to own already.

cont...
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I’ll teach you how to pick stocks that
are good dividend payers, have no
obvious skeletons in their closet,
and are trading at a price that
you’d be happy to pay. If you’ve
never done this before, don’t
worry - I’ll show you exactly how.

Income stream #1:
Selling puts

And here is the best bit
- you are paid a premium,
regardless of the outcome.
The amount varies, but an average
of 1% - 2%of the share price per
month, is certainly possible.

Once you’ve zeroed in on a great
dividend paying stock, the aim is to sell
‘Buy Low’ contracts - cash secured puts - to
try and pick up the shares for less than they are currently
trading at.
That’s the maximum you are going to pay for this stock. You’ll either get the shares
at the price you want, or simply walk away after a set period of time.
But how would a Revolution investor execute this plan?
By selling a put option with a limited lifespan and a ‘strike price’ below the current
price. If the share price drops below that level by the time the option expires,
that’s great, you pick up the shares at the agreed price.
And, if the share price does not drop below that level by the time the option expires.
No problem, you can try again or simply walk away.

And here is the best bit - you are paid a premium,
regardless of the outcome.

The

The amount varies, but an average of 1% - 2% of the share price per month, is
certainly possible.

blueprint
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Income stream #2:
Collecting dividends

freedom

Remember that we specialise in large boring high-yielding blue-chips?

to your

Well, they pay dividends usually every quarter or six months. And that’s a great
income stream in its own right. Here in the UK, we are blessed with some of the
highest yielding companies in the world. It’s quite possible to pick FTSE 100
companies that pay 4%, 5%, or even higher. And in our other target market - the US
- there are also many great companies that pay hefty dividends as well.
And if you pick the right companies, those dividends will grow over time.
That’s essential to stay ahead of inflation which can ravage many other forms
of income.

cont...
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Income stream #3:
Selling covered calls
Once you own the shares, you can sell ‘Sell High’ contracts - covered calls - with the
aim of offloading the shares at a higher price and earning additional income.
Selling a call option allows an investor to ‘lock in’ a sell price for a set period to ensure
that the shares will be sold at that level, or not at all.
So, by selling a call option with a ‘strike price’ higher than the price they paid for the
shares, they can implement the second half of the well-known ‘buy low, sell high’
adage. If the share price rises above the strike price by the time the option expires,
the shares are sold at the agreed price.
And if the share price is below the strike price by the time the option expires,
that’s no problem either. They can simply sell another call option.
And then another.
And another.

And the best bit is - you get paid a premium,
regardless of the outcome.
The amount varies, but an average of 1% - 2% of the share price per month, is
perfectly possible.

Income stream #4:
Selling the shares for a profit
The
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You may go many months repeatedly selling covered calls on the stocks that you
own and collecting premium and dividends along the way. But eventually, the share
price will rise above the strike price and your shares will be automatically sold.
It's not always possible, but if you’ve sold the right covered call, the price the shares
sell for, will guarantee a profit.

That’s the fourth income stream. Pretty good eh?

financial
freedom

If the share price is below
the strike price by the time
the option expires, that’s no
problem either. They can simply
sell another call option.
And then another.
And another.
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The canny Yorkshireman

I wasn’t always a
professional investor.
I spent many years working
as a bored IT freelancer
desperately looking for a way
to escape the rat race.

Hi, my name is Greg Robinson and I’m the founder of the
FIRE Revolution programme.
As I explained at the start of the report, I wasn’t always a professional investor.
I spent many years working as a bored IT freelancer desperately looking for a way
to escape the rat race.
Then, around twelve years ago, I discovered covered calls, and they - along with
cash-secured puts and dividends - have been my go-to investment ever since.
I live in beautiful North Yorkshire with my family and have achieved the financial
freedom I always dreamed of. No more ridiculous commutes, boring work or
unpleasant bosses to deal with. My time is my own.
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Don’t get me wrong, I still work. But nowadays my work involves investing my own
money for income and educating others on how to do the same.
I hold a Level 4 Diploma in Investment Advice (Securities and Derivatives) from the
Chartered Institute for Securities and Investments (CISI).
As an Investment Director, I wrote regularly for a couple of independent financial
publishers in the UK. I also regularly advised thousands of subscribers about
specific cashflow producing opportunities and ran regulated services dedicated to
covered call and cash-secured put trading.
However, just for the avoidance of doubt, Third Friday Ltd - the company behind
FIRE Revolution - is not regulated by the FCA. Our aim is purely to educate, not to
give financial advice. After all, what is it they say about teaching a man to fish...

The flexibility that this style of investing has given me,
has changed my life - I’m now financially free!
...and with sufficient funds and the right skills,
YOU can be too!
FIRE-revolution.co.uk
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Join the revolution!
Don’t worry if the FIRE Revolution strategy has left you scratching your head. It’s
quite a lot to take on board the first time you come across it. But trust me, once
you’ve been through the cycle a couple of times, it becomes second nature.
I cover the nuts and bolts of all this, and a ton more - including the risks - in the FIRE
Revolution coaching programme.
If you want to break free, take control of your financial future and learn how to
generate a risk-controlled double-digit income from your savings, then FIRE
Revolution is for you.
We run an intensive online coaching programme to teach you every aspect of the
strategy. From deciding which shares to pick, to selecting the best puts and covered
calls to sell, to understanding the pros and cons of various brokers, to the different
markets to trade, and even to the UK tax implications.
I cover it all and we supplement the digital resources with a fantastic community
forum and regular Zoom calls where you can grill me on any aspect of the training
you don’t understand, as well as interacting with the small group of fellow students
who will accompany you on the journey from novice to expert income investor.
And it’s not just talking, we will also open demo accounts with a suitable broker and
actually go through the motions of placing trades and monitoring your positions in
the safety of a simulator account. Only once you are ready, will you graduate to
investing your hard earned cash in a live account.
I’ll also supply you with the exact steps you need to go through to implement the
strategy and provide the spreadsheets that I use on a daily basis to assess the risk
and reward of all potential positions.

The
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Then, at the end of the core programme, you can start to invest for real whilst
working through a host of advanced modules we supply. Your Zoom Q&A sessions last for a full six months, and you have unlimited access to the community forum to ask questions. So, you are never on your own.

In short, by the end of the programme, you will be fully equipped to join the revolution.
And, with sufficient funds, you will be able to generate the sort of risk-controlled
income that could lead to your financial independence.

freedom
We supplement the online
digital resources with
regular Zoom get-togethers
where you
can grill me on any aspect
of the training you don’t
understand.

Do you want
to know more?
If so, please jump on the web site
where you can book a spot on our
next Webinar, read the latest posts,
or arrange a One-to-One Call to discuss the coaching programme and
ask me any questions you may have.

www.fire-revolution.co.uk
FIRE-revolution.co.uk
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Testimonials
Greg is clearly an expert in his field and knows his stuff, he has a unique style
which makes, what can seem initially daunting topics, straightforward, logical and
easy to understand.
As a complete novice in shares, investment strategies and options trading it
would be easy to feel out of your depth but Greg manages to create a learning
environment to suit all levels of experience. If some concepts don't quite click first
or second time he always finds a ways of explaining things to ensure everyone
understands (and there is never a dumb question on our weekly sessions).
The Fire revolution course and strategy gives beginners access to low risk, high
yielding investment strategies that you would assume are inaccessible to 'Joe
public' and could only be used by trading experts and professionals!
The course is amazing value for money considering the expertise and time it must
take in putting well structured content like this together.
You can tell Greg genuinely enjoys and is passionate about teaching and makes
the different topics and weekly sessions fun and engaging.
I'm excited to build up my portfolio of investments using the strategy and
techniques I've learnt - I'm confident it will pay dividends many times over and set
us up for the future. - Alex W.
I thought the course was fantastic especially for a beginner like myself in this type
of specialist options trading, every aspect of what we needed to know was
covered in detail within the course, with any areas of uncertainty that needed
clarifying being fully supported by Greg either by e-mail, text, phone or via the
Slack platform, you could not go wrong.
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For anyone being a buyer and holder of shares, this course is a no brainer, allowing
you to fully optimise and hedge your share and future share holdings, I wish I had
found this course years ago. - Trevor H.
Greg has a friendly and engaging way of presenting the information to make it
understandable to an audience that has a knowledge base ranging from
beginner to those more experienced.
Due to the well constructed course content the FIRE revolution process is
straightforward to follow and more importantly you are guided through the
course at a speed that is appropriate to your base level of knowledge, your speed
of learning and your time available to give to the course. - Ian G.
I had the pleasure of working with Greg when I was editor of the Daily Reckoning.
He has that rare ability to take something complex like options trading and
explain it in a way that just makes sense. That’s the mark of a true expert. If your
goal is to master options, your understanding will accelerate rapidly with Greg by
your side, explaining what’s what in plain English. Just as you’d expect from a
Yorkshireman. - Ben Traynor
There are many more great reviews on our website...
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